FAST AND EFFICIENT FILTER DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION ON THE TMS320C6711 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

I. F. PROGRI, W. R. MICHALSON, R. CHASSAING
Fast and efficient filter design in the time domain is possible using only the information contained in the impulse response of the desired filter. Although filter synthesis in the time or frequency domain is well understood, several challenges, such as the efficiency of memory and CPU usage, must be overcome when these techniques are implemented. Several examples are provided which illustrate the algorithm's efficiency implemented on a Texas Instruments' (TI) digital signal processor.
A COMPLEX ADAPTIVE IIR NOTCH FILTER ALGORITHM WITH OPTIMAL CONVERGENCE FACTOR Y. LIU, T. I. LAAKSO, P. S. DINIZ
In this paper, a variable convergence factor is introduced to Gauss-Newton type algorithm based complex adaptive IIR notch filters to estimate the frequencies of the sinusoids embedded in white noise. The variable convergence factor is optimized in the sense of maximal reduction of mean square error (MSE) at each iteration as the adaptation algorithm is executed. Simulation results confirm that the proposed convergence factor leads to faster convergence than a fixed convergence factor.
A SIMPLE METHOD FOR FIR FILTER DESIGN BASED ON THE FREQUENCY SAMPLING APROACH
P. JOSIPOVIC, H. BARIC
A simple method for the design of FIR filters is presented. It is based on small tables of the optimized transition band samples. The number and sample values can be selected from tables to meet the desired ratio of pass band / stop band ripple and attenuation. The required transition band determines the filter length. The filter coefficient in frequency domain can be used for recursive realization, while the coefficient for a non-recursive realization are determined by an inverse DFT of the frequency sample set. [t is shown that proposed design is simple and fast with sufficient accuracy.
ON THE EFFICIENT REALIZATION AND DESIGN OF MULTIPLIER-LESS TWO-
CHANNEL PERFECT REXONSTRUCTION FIR FILTER BANKS
K. PUN, S. CHAN, X. XIE, K. HO, T. YUK
This paper proposes two methods for the design and implementation of multiplier-less two-channel perfect reconstruction (PR) FIR filter banks (FB). The first method is based on the structure by Phoong which can be used to realize linear-phase and nonlinear-phase FIR FBs. A new design method is proposed to search for the sum of powers-of-two (SOPOT) coefficients so that the FB can be realized without multipliers. This method requires much less design time than using genetic algorithm and produces a number of solutions with different performance/complexity tradeoff. A new technique, called multiplier block, is proposed to further reduce the number of adders for their realization. Design results show that significant number of adders can be saved using the new technique. In the second method, we employ the lifting scheme to factor a general PR FB designed by constrained optimization. The lifting scheme not only allows us to reduce the arithmetic complexity asymptotically by a factor of two, but also allows us to approximate the lifting coefficients by SOPOT coefficients yielding multiplier-less realization. Design results, using again the random search technique, suggest that low complexity FB with good frequency characteristic can be obtained. A low-delay PR FB and a SOPOT approximation to the 9/7 wavelet filters are given as examples.
A NEW NON-UNIFORM CRITICALLY SAMPLED ADAPTIVE SUBBAND STRUCTURE
R. T. VASCONCELLQS, M. R. PETRAGLIA, R. G. ALVES
Adaptive filtering in subband has been extensively investigated in order to reduce the computational complexity and increase the convergence rate of high-order adaptive FIR filters. It has been mostly applied to echo cancellers for audio teleconferencing, where adaptive FIR filters of very large lengths are used. In this paper, a non-uniform adaptive subband structure with critical sampling of the subband signals, which yields exact modeling of an arbitrary FIR system, is derived. An adaptation algorithm, which minimizes the average of the subband squared-errors, is obtained for updating the
